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Caribbean Compass: Chris, your 
Sailors Guide to the Windward 
Islands is celebrating its 40th 
Anniversary with the publication of 
the latest edition. Congratulations! 
Other cruising guides covering the 
Windwards to a greater or lesser 
degree had already been published 
by 1980, including those by Don 
Street, Hart and Stone, Carleton 
Mitchell, et al. What was the 
impetus that led you to write your 
first edition of Sailors Guide to the 
Windward Islands? What did you 
think would set it apart or be  
an improvement?

Chris Doyle: In the late ’70s 
bareboating was taking off and 
changing the waterfront. 
Whenever I was ashore people 
from bareboats would ask me 
“Where can I find this?” “Who 
sells that?” “Is there a mechanic 
nearby?” The other cruising 
guides did not answer these 
questions, leaving us cruisers 
and charter captains to fill the 
slack by being unpaid and 
unofficial tourist information 
officers. That was fine, but 
sometimes a bit much when we 

were asked the same thing three times in a row. This happened most often in Bequia, 
often cruisers’ first stop. I was in Bequia and went to a party on the motor charter 
boat Tor Helga, where George Harris, the captain, was host. George was good at 
partying and I found him manning the bar and deftly pouring drinks, wearing 
nothing but a plastic apron. People asked, “George, is that all you’re wearing?” He 
responded with a quick pirouette leaving them in no doubt. In this highly intellectual, 
smoky, and alcoholic atmosphere, I complained to George about the poor state of 
information in the other cruising guides, and that their lack of information was 
making other people’s charter guests a pain. “Simple,” he said. “Time you wrote your 
own!” And that really was how it started.

So that gave you the idea, where did you go from there?
At the time this happened I was running my own 41-foot sailboat, Helos, as a 

crewed charter boat. But before that, I had worked as a skipper for Stevens Yachts. 
Bill Stevens wanted his own Stevens Yachts Cruising Guide to sell, advertise his 
business, and put onboard his boats. He asked me to write it. I had no expertise for 
this but, given his alternatives among the other skippers, I was not a bad choice. He 
pointed out he was going to print an enormous number of copies as it was much 
cheaper that way, therefore I should not include any information that was likely to 

change over many years. This meant it had to be simple: just basic navigation 
information that anyone could follow, and a quick description of each anchorage. He 
got a bunch of good photos, and printed the book as a slim, 11-by-13-inch, spiral-
bound, colorful paperback, and for years it was popular. I took a look at it at the 
other day and was amazed to see an aerial photo of Rodney Bay Lagoon: a few 
buildings, and nothing else except one little Steven’s Yachts dock.

I was starting from somewhere, though the new book I envisaged would be a 
different beast. I was no businessman and had no idea of how to deal with printers. 
I started by writing it and drawing sketch charts, and then tried to get a publisher 
interested. None were, which I think now was fortunate. I had no money in those 
days, which precluded color work, but I was lucky to know Sally Erdle, now editor 
of Caribbean Compass, who in those days had time to express her brilliant and 
twisted sense of humor by drawing cartoons for fun. She illustrated all of the early 
guides and came up with some wonderful cartoons including a recipe for Fish Lips 
Jello, an after-charter “tropical depression dept.,” and much more. 

A printer in Barbados gave me a quote, which was for more money than I had, but 
was as good as I was going to get. So, when someone said, “Oh, sell advertising,” I 
did. I sold some ads cheaply, and to my amazement I found that people did not think 
I was nuts, were willing to buy ads, and were trusting and enthusiastic.

So off I went to Barbados, with my typewritten book, stayed for many weeks at the 
Yoga Center, which was like a youth hostel with shared rooms, and spent all day at 
the printer. Everything was so different in those days. Personal computers were not 
yet a fact of life nor was desktop publishing. The book was carefully turned into 
typeset on their typesetting machine, the output glued to artboard, and all the art 
photographed. I would sit a in a little room drawing the sketch charts. What was I 
going to use for a cover? My friend Xandra Fisher in Grenada had created an 
antique-style map of the Windwards that used to sell well as a souvenir in the shops. 
She let me use it, and I liked it so much that it was on the cover for some years. 

When the printer’s bill came, I found I could not pay all of it. I was so naïve that I 
thought the price the printer’s salesman gave me was what I was going to pay. I had 
no idea it did not include all the prepress work. I suggested that their only hope of 
payment was to let me have the books so I could sell them and pay them back. They 
did (and so did I). I found a small cargo vessel going overnight to St. Vincent, loaded 
my books on board and took them to another good friend, Frances Punnett, a.k.a. 
Tipi, who became my first wholesale agent.  

Was it an immediate success? 
Not at all. Bookstores were all happy to take it on consignment, but it was 

unknown. It was also cheap — being impecunious myself, I figured cruisers would 
not want to buy it if it cost more than US$5. Compared to the Sailors Guide today it 
was simple, in black-and-white except for the cover. 

I needed to get it known, so I kept a stock on my boat. I was pretty good at 
windsurfing on those old big boards with small sails, so I would put some guides in 
a backpack on my back, and windsurf from boat to boat selling them. They began to 
get some fans; the cartoons helped. It was not slick, but it was entertaining. 

It took some years till it was paying for itself and contributing to me, rather than 
the other way round. Several things led to that. I remember once someone 
congratulated me on what a great little “goldmine” it was, I thought “uh?” Then 
charter companies realized that the Sailors Guide helped keep their customers off the 
reefs. I would go to them when updating every edition and find out if there was any 
place that several people had come to grief. When there was, I would rewrite the 
sailing directions and exaggerate the offending reef in the sketch map a bit, which 
helped solve the problem.                                              —Continued on next page 

A Sailors Guide Looks at 40
                                       Interview with author Chris Doyle

From a sailing family on the south coast of 
England, Chris earned a doctorate in psychology 
before sailing to the Caribbean in 1969 aboard a 

wooden Colin Archer called Sugar Creek 
and becoming a resident of Grenada.
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What was I going 
to use for a 
cover? My friend 
Xandra Fisher in 
Grenada had 
created an 
antique-style map 
of the Windwards 
that used to sell 
well as a 
souvenir in the 
shops. She let me 
use it, and I liked 
it so much that it 
was on the cover 
for some years.

Sally’s most 
commented-on 
cartoon from an 
early edition, ‘Fish 
Lips Jello’  
would probably 
be considered 
politically  
incorrect today.
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But what helped most was meeting Simon and Nancy Scott, who ran Cruising 
Guide Publications. They were interested in working with me and helped steer me 
away from thinking so cheaply, in terms of advertising, book quality, and price. 
They became co-publisher and took over the marketing for everywhere in the world 
except for the Caribbean, which is still ours. We slowly became a more colorful and 
professional publication.

Subsequent to the Sailors Guide to the Windward Islands you partnered with Cruising 
Guide Publications to write guides for the Leeward Islands. How has it worked out?

In those days, I was producing the Sailors Guide to the Windward Islands and 
Nancy and Simon were publishing the Cruising Guide to the Virgin Islands. This left 
a big gap in the middle. There was a VIP Guide to St. Martin, St. Barts and Anguilla, 
but nothing of the kind we were doing in the other islands. I was happy to sail 
through the islands, explore new anchorages, take photos, and make sketch 
charts. I love cruising, and talking to all the business owners and other cruisers. I 
did not want to take on 
the whole advertising 
and production side, so 
Nancy and Simon  
did that. 

Researching all the 
Leeward Islands was a 
big job, and I was sailing 
on my own at the time, 
and wanted someone to 
go with me. My life 
partner Ginny Barlow, 
who I had met few years 
before, had just finished 
studying forestry and 
said one of her former 
college roommates, 
Sally Keefer, would love 
to cruise for a few 
months in the 
Caribbean. So, Sally 
Keefer sailed with me, 
was good company and crew, and helped make it all possible. 

Financially, is has not been a big success, but it has kept me in expenses and 
beers and the odd meal ashore. 

You also wrote guides for Barbados, Trinidad and Venezuela. What’s current status 
of these?

Back when it was safe for cruisers, many of us loved to spend the hurricane season 
in Venezuela. Very few hurricanes passed that far south, and it was a delightful 
contrast to the Eastern Caribbean. On an early cruise there I decided to write as I 
cruised and see what came out. I only covered the eastern part of Venezuela and put 
together a 40-page black-and-white letter-sized booklet with a lot of sketch charts, 
and Sally Erdle’s illustrations to brighten it up, and called it Sailor’s Guide to a 
Venezuela Cruise. Cruising Guide Publications wanted nothing to do with that 
format, so I printed some copies myself. 

The information was good, but the booklet did not sell well. At first I thought there 
was not that much interest. Then I found out that the format was perfect for copying, 
and that indeed it was popular — one of the copy shops in Puerto La Cruz was 
photocopying the booklet and selling the copies like hot cakes. 

That made me laugh, and I realized that the potential for a real guide was there. So, 
my friend Jeff Fisher, who was bought up in Venezuela and spoke perfect Spanish, 
came cruising with me to cover a much larger part of country. At that time yachting 
in Trinidad & Tobago was taking off, so I put these together in one book, throwing in 
Bonaire as a bonus. A few years later, when I had to do another edition, I realized 

Barbados was not in any of 
our books. I expanded the 
Trinidad book to include 
Barbados, and with Jeff as 
co-author. Jeff also 
co-authored the split-off 
updated Venezuela guide. 

One time when we were 
working on a new Trinidad, 
Tobago, and Barbados 
guide, I got a call from 
Simon Wall, who had once 
helped me on the Trinidad 
guide, saying that the 
president of Guyana 
wanted me to include the 
Essequibo River in a 
guide. I asked Don 
Stollmeyer from Power 
Boats in Trinidad if he 
would join me, as he is 
knowledgeable about the 
business angle of starting 
a national yachting 
industry. The Guyanese 

flew us down and we had a great time there. I established the essentials and took 
some photos, and Simon followed up and did the navigation work. We expanded 
the Trinidad guide to accommodate Guyana. It has helped attract a few people to 
Guyana and we offer a free pdf version of the Guyana section on doyleguides.com.

Unfortunately, I see very little prospect of updating the Venezuela guide under 
the current circumstances there.

You mentioned the old-fashioned paste up when you began publishing guides. How 
has technology changed things? 

Hugely! The Sailor’s Guide to a Venezuela Cruise was output on an early electronic 
typewriter, with me doing the paste up. I got an early laptop — one with no hard 
drive and two floppy drives. Then came a small hard drive and the program 
Pagemaker. I output a few guides using this and an early laser printer. I ran into 
problems when I started colorizing the sketch charts myself. When I sent the 
separations to the printer none of the registration marks lined up. They had when I 
sent them; I had no idea that paper was so unstable. 

Nowadays it is easy. On the computer we can create the book, including all the 
color photos and art, and send it to the printer as single-page pdfs. This has enabled 
us to create much better full-color sketch charts, more colorful guides, and enabled 
us to add aerial photos of the anchorages. 

Your guides have been popular for 40 years now. To what do you attribute that success?
Listening to people. One of the delightful things about writing a guide is you get 

to chat to lots of people, and many embrace what you are doing. Much that is in 
the book was suggested by readers, advertisers, and charter companies. GPS is 
ubiquitous now, but at the beginning, I was asked to include waypoints, and in 
they went. Our star charts were because of reader’s request, though with all the 
phone apps that do the job better now, it may be time to take them out. Many 
components in the book came as suggestions, and it has helped make it more of 
a community book.

Tell us about your business partnership with Lexi Fisher, who she is, and how this 
relationship has come about.

I am getting older and, to my surprise, I was finding it harder to keep up with 
amount of work that updating cruising guides requires. The Sailors Guide is still 
valued in the community, so I wondered about to whom, if at all, it could be 
passed on. I have always considered it a very local enterprise, have taken care to 
make sure our ad rates are within the range of small businesses, and have tried 
to include information about everyone’s businesses, whether they advertise or 
not. I did not want to sell the guide to a slick corporation whose main motive 
would be profit. 

Jeff Fisher is a close friend who oversaw the building of my catamaran, Ti Kanot, in 
Trinidad, and who often sails with me. Lexi is his daughter and Grenada is her home. 
When she returned to live in Grenada after going to college in Canada, Jeff asked her 
if she saw any kind of work she thought she would like to do. She said that she liked 
the kind of thing I was doing. I invited her to work with me for a season, and when 
that worked well, I made her a full partner. She is adept at creating charts, writing, 
photography, and everything else, so I am thrilled to work with her. We tend to split 
the job, and work separately. With the most recent Windwards Guide, Lexi did 
everything from St. Vincent to Grenada, including researching, formatting the book 
and getting it ready for the press. I did Martinique and St. Lucia. I hope that soon she 
will do it all. 

Plans for the future?
This is where it gets tricky. Social media has made a huge difference to how people 

access information, and most expect it to be free. There are cruisers’ Facebook 
groups for most Caribbean islands, where you can ask a question and will get an 
answer. This is easier than opening a book, and while the quality of the information 
varies, at its best it can be brilliant. Once someone asked about a particular 
technician and a cruiser gave the information and added “but he won’t be back till 
next Saturday.” We cannot match that. 

Charts used to be expensive, and our book used to save people a lot of money on 
buying those, but now you can get the whole Caribbean on your computer, chart 
plotter, or mobile phone, without breaking the bank. 

For many people, “cruising” has become living on a boat, mainly in one island, and 
not moving or exploring very much. So, along with newspapers, most of us in the 
print media are taking a hit. Covid arrived as a large wrecking ball.   

Nevertheless, our information is valuable to sailors cruising through the islands, 
and there are still many of those, and for those coming on a bareboat holiday, it is 
perfect. Our job is to find a way to make this work in the digital world. We have put 
up a sample chapter (Grenada) of the new Windwards Guide in a low-resolution pdf, 
on doyleguides.com and will see if we get any feedback. 

Lexi is also working on a new project, to determine whether a good free chart/map 
would have appeal. It would have all the nautical information and include a land 
map. The plan is to have advertisers pay for it and make it available for free. Lexi is 
starting with Carriacou as a test run.

We’ll have a review of the 40th edition of the Sailors Guide to the Windward Islands 
in next month’s Compass.

Whenever I was 
ashore people 
would ask me 
‘Where can I find 
this?’ ‘Who sells 
that?’ ‘Is there 
a mechanic 
nearby?’ The 
other cruising 
guides did not 
answer these 
questions. And 
that really was 
how it started.

I wondered why this booklet wasn’t selling well. One of 
the copy shops in Puerto La Cruz was photocopying it 
and selling the copies like hot cakes.

Chris and friends on his cat Ti Kanot.


